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Chapter 4:
Space security in the 21st
century: a French view
Xavier Pasco
I - Introduction

A

t the occasion of the Bastille Day 2018, and in the aftermath
of "National Security and Defense review", President Macron ordered the Minister for the Armed Forces, Florence
Parly to produce a new "Space Defense Strategy"232 with the objective to prepare France for a continued independent use of space for
its own national security and to address the new challenges raised by
this transformed space environment. This document prepared over
an 10 month period was finally published in the summer of 2019
and comprises a number of new announcements for future military
space never specifically addressed ever before.
More particularly, an important part of the new strategy is devoted to
the new space context (including the development of space threats
and risks) and, for the first time, provides details about future military uses of space that go beyond the classical Earth observation,
telecommunication or timing and positioning. In an accompanying
speech, Florence Parly was not shy to address the new concept of
"active defense" in space, stressing in particular the need for France
to get equipped with specific space weapons, even if this particular
expression has never been used. This new situation has put France
under the headlights, notably in a context where discussions about
the development of safer, more secure, and more sustainable devel232. Space Defense Strategy, Report of the " Space " working group, 2019,
DICOD, French Ministry for the Armed Forces, November 2019, p. 59.
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opment of space activities have been marked by string divergences
between the main space powers in the United Nations or in other
forums.
This piece is intended to analyze the new French posture, provide
elements about its organizational and programmatic consequences
and provide a policy-oriented analysis of its objectives. Before addressing the current thinking, the paper takes care to put this new
discourse in perspective and provide some historical hints that has
made France particularly active in military space for decades at the
difference of its European neighbors for example. It is suggested
that this specific positioning largely explains the French perceptions
of the current space dynamics and the new posture it has decided to
publicize. None the least of the challenges will consist in combining
this new posture with a dynamic diplomatic engagement pleading
for creative mechanisms that promote a larger and more effective
collective security in space. This paper will attempt to conclude on
possible solutions in this regards and will argue about possible positive outputs of a carefully weighed national doctrine that may hopefully prove a pragmatic possible step in this direction.

II – The Roots of French Military Space: Recalling the Nuclear Deterrence Context
The history and development of military space in France has reflected a unique and singular posture in Europe after the war. The
early links with the construction of the national nuclear deterrence
force have formed the backbone of the national military space effort. Over the years, the political need for affirming a high level of
national independence in this strategic domain has only increased
and has rendered the mastering of strategic space systems necessary. This has been especially the case when the status of the nuclear
deterrence was challenged in the eighties by the advent of a new
strategic posture in the US with the advent of the "Strategic Defense Initiative" (SDI) initiated by Ronald Reagan. Dubbed "Starwars," the proposed concept intended to deploy a strategic shield
against incoming Soviet Intercontinental missiles, thus potentially
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rendering nuclear mutual deterrence obsolete as a strategic concept.
France, a nuclear power itself, was most attentive to the coming SDI
developments and space systems clearly emerged as a key element
of the project.
More generally, this strategic-led environment has been both structuring and constraining regarding the developments of military
space systems during this period. The green light for the development of military observations or telecommunication satellites was
given with the perception that it would increase the efficiency of the
nuclear deterrence. This has been also the time when the HELIOS
program, a satellite series for military observation and targeting, has
been decided (1986). Still, this development was merely conceived
as a peripheral element (as well as space telecommunication satellites) in the deterrence context without giving birth to an all-out
development of other space systems. For example, no space-based
early warning systems was planned at that time. The main preoccupation was to highlight the value of the French nuclear retaliation
doctrine as it existed without giving the feeling of advocating for
new defensive developments at the very moment when the US were
choosing another path by advocating the end of the MAD era with
the SDI and its evolutions in space.
However, there is no doubt that space gained clearly a new strategic visibility for French political and military authorities during the eighties, whether for reinforcing the deterrence policy or
for assessing the level of possible new defensive systems against
long-range ballistic missiles. Besides recalling the close link that
has been established very early in France between the nuclear deterrence and space, looking back at this period also shows why space
systems have immediately gained a very highly valued status in the
view of the successive French policy makers. It has progressively
become clear that such rare systems should be considered as critical and should be supported and protected. And even if security in
space was not viewed at the time as a first-rank challenging issue
(very few national actors were then able to put satellites in space),
French military satellites have progressively appeared as crucial in
the French general strategic and military posture.
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III – Transforming the Reliance on Space: "Knowledge and Anticipation"
Many transformations have affected affect the national military
space posture and have led to the consolidation of the role of military space systems in the 2000s. In particular, new forms of threats
were emerging and were calling for a deep reshaping of the military
posture. Two main areas of improvements were then identified: Intelligence collection capabilities and the preparation of the military
forces for possible long-range external operations destined to thwart
mounting terrorism. After a few years of debates, the "Defense and
Security White Book" published in 2008 under the Sarkozy presidency has been the first official document to take this new dimension into account by creating a so-called "fifth strategic function"
titled "Knowledge and anticipation." The objective was to better
prepare France to new forms of security and military threats. Among
other measures, it promoted an increased use of space systems for
intelligence and for supporting combat operations. This enlarged use
of space systems beyond the only strategic intelligence level meant
a whole new role for satellites with a more operational theater-level
function. It would imply the development of new capabilities (including for example the beginnings of early warning experiments or
electronic intelligence orbital systems) that would better serve military operations. It has also led to the decision to create a new "Joint
Space Command" whose main function would be to coordinate the
use of military systems by the armed forces. This new Joint Command made its debut in 2010.
A renewed version of the "Defense and Security White Book" was
published in 2013 reaffirming the role of space in the military posture. In particular, new possible developments were this time mentioned regarding the use of early warning systems which would
show how much the doctrinal thinking had evolved since the first
decisions made in the eighties (such functions had been kept out of
the realm of possible space missions at the time).
Last but not least, the 2017 "Strategic Review of Defense and Na-
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tional Security"233 ordered by President Macron has definitely put
space at the forefront of the national military posture. It has first
acknowledged the crucial role played by space systems in most of
the recent external military operations. The example of "Operation
Serval" in Mali had then largely been seen as confirming how much
using modern and adapted military and dual-use space systems
could improve military efficiency when confronted with large area
surveillance and combat operations.
But this document also indicated for the first time that, given this
new dependency, France should prepare to protect its military satellites against the emergence of new threats in space. This was really
new. It has resulted from a growing perception that space was getting transformed and was gradually appearing as a possibly conflicting environment. The document made it explicit: "The problem of
space weaponization must be now addressed in new terms."234 Since
the Chinese ASAT test in 2007 followed by early reaction by the
US and by many Russian and Chinese new military experiments,
the feeling has increased that military dynamics in space would get
more uncertain and more unpredictable. To complete the picture, the
emergence of many new actors, including private ones, with many
new small satellite projects, had added to the uncertainty for the
military users of space. France would then have to prepare to face
new risks and threats.

IV – Towards a New French Defense Posture in Space
A new "Space Defense Strategy" was published in the summer of
2019. It first announced the creation of a new French "Space Command" giving the Air Force a clear command and operational lead
in the field (the French Air Force is to be renamed "Air and Space
Force"). This creation is expected to mark both a qualitative and a
quantitative improvement over the existing Joint Space Command.
233. The document can be found at https://cd-geneve.delegfrance.org/Strategicreview-of-Defense-and-national-security-2017.
234. Idem, p.45.
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It first intends to send a strong message regarding the new policy
approach adopted by France about the military use of space. As any
reader can remark, a first part of the Space Defense Strategy as well
as major moments in the speech made by the ministry presenting
this new strategy on July 25, 2018, in Lyon235 have been devoted
to highlighting new threats France would have to face in space in
the coming years. The document announces it clearly in the opening pages and then makes it a further key subtitle: "Strategic competition is heating up, operational contexts are evolving,"236 then,
"French actors in both the public and the private sector must guard
against more recent threats, such as the proliferation of space debris,
jamming, blinding and directed-energy weapons."237 In her speech,
Florence Parly herself chose to insist on what she calls a "ramping
up weaponization" in space: "Today, our allies and our adversaries have been militarizing space. And as the time for resilience is
becoming ever shorter, we have to act. We must be ready. Indeed,
tomorrow is already yesterday. (…) Satellites spied on, jammed or
blinded; means to disturb, neutralize or destroy space capabilities
exist and they develop: we know it, the shadow of the threat is real
for sure."238
Care has clearly been taken to link this approach to the increasing
dependency on space for the military users. Giving a new role for
the military in space derives firstly from the reinforced status given
to space in the larger French defense posture for carrying out its military operations on the ground: "Our first responsibility is to protect
our space capabilities. They are essential to our operations, they are
essential to the functioning of our economy and of our society."239
In this context, the French Space Defense Strategy can be viewed
as being structured around two main interrelated messages. First, it
235. See https://www.defense.gouv.fr/content/download/563595/9727199/Discours de Florence Parly%2C présentation de la stratégie spatiale de défense à
Lyon%2C le 25 juillet 2019.pdf.
236. Space Defense Strategy, p.9 and 21.
237. Idem, p.9.
238. Ministry speech mentioned above, p.2 and 3.
239. Idem, p.8.
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clearly states the need for reinforcing the military capability to operate in space if needed by giving a more operational role to the military, including in operating their own satellites (this role was previously delegated to the French space Agency, CNES). But it also
strongly underlines the reinforced link between this space reorganization and the larger operational role given to space capabilities over
the recent years. This is the reason why the new Space Command
has clearly been advocated by the Minister herself as placed under
the responsibility of the Air Force: "Space is a natural extension of
the air domain, a field in which you [Air Force] are experienced.
This is why this great command will be place under the authority of
the Air Force, which will thus become the Air and Space Force."240
Do not mistake. This message that many US airmen may have liked
to hear from their own political authorities while they were thinking
about creating separate new "Space Forces" is not meant to merely
satisfy corporate ambitions. From a political standpoint, it is mainly
destined to reaffirm space as an operational resource before being
a warfighting domain. In other terms, it may become the latter if
and only if it cannot render the operational service it is usually used
for. In this logic, there was certainly no need for developing a separate "Space Force" which did not have any advocate in France, by
contrast with the US for example. This quest for a strong military
policy coherence has seemed to be widely accepted as a prerequisite
for any development of a new space-oriented military organization.
It has also allowed introducing new functions for this organization,
including the mission to operate its own capabilities but also the
possible fielding of new "active defense" space systems.
Consequently, once accepted, the protection of one’s own capabilities and the probability to implement in space any required military maneuver gained legitimacy and would thus imply a change in
chain of command for satellite operations. This mainly explains the
significant change of size that has been planned in term of staffing.
From a few dozens of military personnel, the space command shall
count a few hundred in the months to come, possibly increasing in a

240. Idem p.4.
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next step up to about 500 personnel at cruise speed.241

V- "Active Defense" and Lasers in Space
But of course, the main new function would deal with implementing an "active defense" in space which Minister Parly has clearly
evoked in her speech:
"This is why I have decide to launch a new armament program called 'Mastering space.' Just that. It will comprise two
parts: surveillance and active defense. Our first responsibility
is to protect our capabilities in space. (…) We have to watch
our satellites more and better. We have to know perfectly
the objects that surround them, which cross their trajectories.
We must be able to detect and attributes the suspicious, unfriendly, or even hostile acts undertaken against our military
satellites and our interests in space. (…) Once equipped with
these new surveillance capabilities, we will be able to organize our active defense. And here I want to be precise: Active defense has nothing to do with an offensive strategy, it is
rather about self-defense. It is about, when a hostile act has
been detected, characterized and attributed, responding to it
in an adapted and proportionate way, in compliance with the
international law."
Following these comments, Minister Parly particularly referred to
ground-based or even space-based lasers embarked upon "precious"
satellites and to "patrollers nano-satellites" envisaged to better monitor possible events or attacks and undoubtedly pave the way for
further response.
The possible use of laser technology, whether ground-based or embarked, has obviously not been mentioned by chance. Lasers belong
to the so-called directed energy technologies that present two main

241. As mentioned in an interview given by F. Parly. on 24 July 2020 in the
French press.
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characteristics when associated with their use against supposed
space targets242.
First, they do not imply hard hitting the target and their use does
not create multiple debris. By contrast, kinetic energy weapons in
space, such as ground-based missiles that have been used by several space powers in history and more recently, do create debris in
space. While some of those countries have argued that such tests
have been performed in a controlled way to minimize the pollution
in space, it remains that such a performance may be discussed and
bring about a dangerous trend by itself. For a few years already, the
space environment has been radically transformed with an increased
number of new actors sending and operating a huge number of space
objects, a situation never experienced before. The years to come
will just vastly increase the number of satellites by order of magnitudes. From a mere 1000 functional satellites that could be counted
in space a few years ago, the number will soar to dozens of thousands of satellites, leading in a few years to a situation where there
will be more active objects in space at a given time than the total
number of satellites that have been launched from 1957 on. In such a
situation, any direct contribution to increasing the level of lethal debris in space does seem politically irresponsible. The probability of
collisions with debris will already naturally increase and it is worth
recalling that even small-size debris, i.e. non detectable few centimeters debris, can be lethal for any satellite. Besides killing satellites, such collisions will also bring their tribute to the production of
new debris, starting the well-know cascading effect feared by all the
orbital mechanics specialists and known as the Kessler syndrome
effect. Thus from a mere practical standpoint, and besides the bad
political message regarding the perspective of a "safe, secure and
sustainable space environment," the use of kinetic energy weapons
producing long-lived debris clearly appears counterproductive, to
say the least, in the perspective of a sustained military use of space.

242. For a more complete perspective on the technology families possibly used
as space weapons see Pasco (Xavier), Various Threats of Space Systems, in
Schrögl (Kai-Uwe), Ed., Handbook of Space Security: Policies, Applications
and Programs, Springer Verlag, 2020.
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Space physics does not reserve special treatment to military objects
and regarding such hits as possible standard practices for the military would eventually constitute nonsense.
Obviously, some other "kinetic" techniques such as "rendez-vous"
and controlled direct contact with space objects may certainly be
envisioned by technicians. After all, several programs exist that use
maneuverable spacecrafts that can inspect or even intervene on satellites. For example, the US MEV-1 technology experiment implying the docking of a spacecraft designed by Northrop Grumman to
a commercial telecommunication satellite (Intelsat 901) has been
successfully carried out last February. The objective in this case was
to allow an extension of life of Intelsat 901 for another 5 years by
MEV-1. NASA has also supported such research with its Restore-L
program aiming this time at demonstrating the feasibility of refueling and assembling missions in Low-Earth orbits (LEO). In Europe
as well, demonstrators of maneuverable "spacetugs" have been envisioned, both for allowing satellite life extension or repairs but also
in the context of debris remediation. This activity has notably been
supported by the European Space Agency (ESA program e.Deorbit).
The European experience with the ATV (Automated Transfer Vehicle) used for the service of the International Space Station is of
course one of the building blocks of such activities. The need for
"active debris removal" technologies (often known as ADR) makes
such missions legitimate for ESA to undertake.
But other types of unauthorized rendez-vous and proximity operations may exist and, by the way, during her July 2019 speech, Florence Parly has not been shy talking about the suspect behavior of
the "indiscreet" Russian satellite Luch-Olymp, that "had left its visit
card to 8 satellites" according to the French minister.243 A number
of other space rendez-vous, proximity operations and even contact
experiments, notably attempted by China for more than five years
now244 have taken place for the last few years.

243. Idem, p.3.
244. All these experiments and maneuvers have been regularly well documented
in the annual "Global Counterspace Capabilities, An Open Source Assessment"
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More generally, all these operations have a dual-capacity and may
serve civilian missions as well as military operations. It is also true
that the advancement of the mega-constellations projects possibly
leading to several thousand objects in LEO will make necessary new
techniques for safe disposal and repair of those many satellites. But
this increased space traffic will lead to more uncertainties, possibly more misunderstandings, especially in a context where military
space operators would attempt to multiply such experiments… By
explicitly referring to lasers, it seems like the French MoD wants to
underline the "responsible" stance it intends to promote for its new
space doctrine. By investing on such techniques, the new French
defense space policy wants to be coherent with the traditional support brought by France to the United Nations effort of a "safer, more
secure and more sustainable space"… while attempting to demonstrate that is does not necessarily mean renouncing to national defense in space. Quite a challenge to meet.

VI -A Renewed Political Vision of the "Space Dilemma"
For sure, none of these techniques, whether directed-energy or kinetic energy-based, contravene to the letter of the 1967 Outer Space
Treaty (OST), the principal legal instrument for space activities
signed by the main space faring countries and that remains today
the key document of the international space law. However, while
the compliance with law is a key element, this does not mean that
the spirit of any decision cannot be contested with regard to its common understanding by the international community. After all space
has been seen as immune from weaponization for decades and such
decisions can appear as giving a first blow in the collective understanding of what is a decent behavior in space. Reconciling the need
for legitimate space defense (as pursued by the French space docreport edited by the Secure World Foundation. See the latest version dated
April 2020: see https://swfound.org/counterspace/. Incidentally, it must also be
recalled that China largely contributed to the resumption of hard-hitting kinetic
tests after having destroyed one of its old satellites with a missile in January
2007, leading to several thousands of debris, most of them still in orbit.
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trine) and the spirit of the peaceful uses of outer space as proclaimed
in the OST constitutes what may be called a "space dilemma". For
sure, insisting on the use of directed energy weapons, as promoted
by Florence Parly, may be seen as a first, possibly partial answer to
this dilemma.
This view can be supported by a second characteristic inherent to the
use of such technologies. Again by contrast with most of kinetic energy weapons demonstrated so far (i.e. co-orbital anti-satellite tests
or missile interceptions), laser or other directed-energy technologies
may not necessarily imply an irreversible destruction of the target
in space. In particular, given the type of laser source utilized, the
level of power involved and the duration of the operation, these new
techniques may provide some operational flexibility and provide a
form of control on the final effect. This is of course of particular
importance for the defender to select the kind of action it wants to
undertake, keeping it for example proportionate to the seriousness
of the hostile action. This is the "adapted and proportionate way",
mentioned by the French minister and quoted above, "in compliance
with the international law," as she pursued. Indeed, depending on
how they are used, lasers can only temporally disturb space systems,
blind observation satellites for example or induce other effects that
can be reversible. It is easy to understand that such an operational
flexibility may provide a highly desirable flexible solution both from
a military and from a political standpoint.
All this is not new for sure. Military interest for such adaptable
techniques has been expressed already in early 2000s documents
published in the United States. An Air Force doctrinal document
published in 2004245 was introducing notions like "defensive counterspace" (interestingly defined as the "ability to exploit space to its
advantage via active and passive actions to protect friendly spacerelated capabilities from enemy attack or interference") or "offensive
counterspace" (aiming at precluding "an adversary from exploiting
space to their advantage"), already paving the way for bolder mili-

245. See Counterspace Operations, Air Force Doctrine Document 2-2.1, 2 August 2004.
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tary activities in space. From then on, a number of analyses have
pointed out possibility, for enemies as well as for allied or friendly
forces, to use discriminate levels of action in space: "Deception, disruption, denial, degradation and destruction, commonly known as
the 'Five Ds' are the possible desired effects when targeting and adversary’s space capability" as it was recalled in the offensive space
control section of the annex 3-14 of the 2012 Air Force operational
level doctrine.246 The 2018 updated version goes further by mentioning the reversible (temporary) character of the three first forms of
actions ("Deceive, Disrupt, Deny") and the irreversible (permanent)
type of the two latest ("Degrade, Destroy")247.
In a sense, this "flexible response" capability (to use a well-known
expression in a different context) clearly offers the room for a genuine political handling of possible space confrontations. In other
terms, by allowing tailored military decisions, the perspective to use
such technologies has introduced a new political dimension to possible space operations. The French doctrine has clearly taken stock
of those accessible technologies and it is not by chance that for the
first time a genuine high-level political posture proposing a "defense
space strategy" has been articulated in France. Indeed, it may well
be because such technologies may offer this range of actions that
military space has probably entered in a new political era that this
new French policy has been, in a way, giving credit to.

VII -The Difficult Art of Making Space Defense Real
Also this new political dimension of military defense as related to
the possible use of new "counterspace" techniques has been reinforced by the possibility given to exert defense in space in a politically acceptable way. More traditional and destructive anti-satellite
techniques cannot enjoy the same level of acceptability, legitimately
246. The 2012 version of the AFdoctrine can be retrieved at: https://fas.org/irp/
doddir/usaf/3-14-annex-osc.pdf.
247. See https://www.doctrine.af.mil/Portals/61/documents/Annex_3-14/314-D05-SPACE-Counterspace-Ops.pdf.
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so. On the latter, the French strategy makes it clear that hard-kill
intercepts by ground-based missiles as they have been attempted so
far cannot be supported any longer: "France could support the promotion of a norm prohibiting actions that create pieces of long-live
debris."248
One can only remark how much such a strong statement on kineticenergy systems contrasts with the push for the use of lasers in the
minister’s speech :
"If our satellites are threatened, we will consider dazzling
those of our adversaries. We reserve the timing and means
of response: this may involve the use of high-powered lasers
deployed from our satellites or from our patrol nano-satellites. Because, yes, we will develop high-power lasers. This
is an area in which France is lagging behind. But we will
make up for it, and I hope that we will be able to equip our
precious satellites or our nano-satellites with them as soon as
possible to keep at a distance and, if necessary, dazzle those
who might be tempted to get too close. So, as you will have
seen, the program is vast and ambitious. It will concentrate
all our energies on ensuring that we have the initial capabilities required under the current military programming law for
full capability on the horizon 2030."249
This strong posture easily shows a willingness to send a clear signal
that defending satellites can be politically endorsed and thus actually exerted. This signal is obviously key as it may also be seen as
evoking in France the beginnings of what has been sometimes referred to as a "space deterrence " approach often debated in experts'
circles, especially in the United States.250 For sure France does not

248. Space Defense Strategy, p.27.
249. Ministers’ speech, 28 July 2018.
250. See for example first analysis such as Harrison R., Jackson D., Shackelford
C., Space Deterrence, The Delicate Balance of Risk, Eisenhower Center for
Space and Defense Studies, 2010, 30p; Marquez P., Space Deterrence, The Prêtà-Porter Suit for the naked Emperor, in Returning to Fundamentals: Deterrence
and U.S. National Security in the 21st Century, The Marshall Institute, 2011,
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refer to the deterrence concept in her current space defense posture.
In the first place, the very notion of deterrence remains in France
almost exclusively linked to the nuclear posture. Only if for preserving this key element of the French national defense policy from
further evolving internal debates, extending the notion to other domains seems to remain very unlikely for the years to come.
But beyond this particular "cultural" aspect, using the ambitious deterrence concept in space may remain hazardous to some degree.
First, the context of effective deterrence implies mutually understood definitions and clear adherence to norms of behaviors. Common perceptions of such notions as "vital interest" or "red lines"; of
procedural steps leading to chains of consequences are key to the effectiveness of deterrence. The very concept of "nuclear deterrence"
has evolved over the cold war years almost in a theoretical way in
relation with heavily codified sets of rules in the context of a highly
specific strategic environment. It remains to be seen how much such
a concept may apply to a much different space situation. Space hardly appears as a homogeneous place where capabilities and actors
are equivalent in volume and nature. Only the difference in national
policies in terms of reliance of space necessarily induces different
perceptions on the value of space assets ad it is not by chance that
the US has been the first to tackle the issue of "space deterrence."
Last but not least, the relatively incomplete character of the global
"space picture" (or Space Situational Awareness –SSA- as known in
the military jargon) does not seem to provide the level of certainty
required for effective deterrence. The attribution of a negative effect
to a positively asserted cause remains the space decision-makers'
Holy Grail. In a space medium that has often been described as
"contested, congested and competitive," discerning with precision
the origins of an orbital accident and the actual intent of a detected
action will in fact become a more and more challenging task.
Also, the notion of "space deterrence" may get complicated by its
dilution in larger space security related discussions that it is part

pp.10-19; Morgan F., Deterrence and First-Strike Stability in Space, A Preliminary Assessment, Rand Corporation, 2011, p. 59.
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of. The dynamics of these discussions cover a great diversity of
challenges, ranging from orbital accidents (collisions or even space
weather related effects leading to unexpected breakdowns) to intentional threats. Such issues have not been subject to stabilized doctrines and agreements yet and an important part of the solutions will
be linked to on-going international discussions. The difficulty of
current norm-setting exercises and negotiations on the international
scene does not precisely incite to see an easy way forward.
Thus, from a French perceptive, all this does not plead for adopting
a "space deterrence"-based approach that would use classic models. On a more modest but maybe more realistic note, the document
prefers to refer to the need to "discourage and thwart action by any
ill-intentioned third party." It goes on precising that "[military space
operations] (…) span various passive and active measures relating
to prevention, taking a comprehensive approach (diplomatic, media,
economic, legal, etc.); the resilience of all space assets; the defense
in space of our space assets," all this being intended to, "preserve
freedom of access to and action in space."251

VIII -A Policy Based on the Usual Three Pillars of Space Security
Within those main limits (no kinetic energy operations, adoption
of practical measures aiming at discouraging attacks), the French
posture has been basically relying on the three traditional pillars of
existing national space security policies.
The first one, and may be the most important for France in the current
context, is the enhancement of its space surveillance (or even space
situational awareness) capabilities. The accent has been put on the
necessity to own a sufficient capability in this domain, again a direct
sign of the need to ensure from A to Z a certain level of autonomy
in the use of military space systems. To date, France has modestly
but regularly invested in national space surveillance systems. The

251. Space Defense Strategy, p.38.
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GRAVES252 Radar, the main component of the French space surveillance network, was declared operational and put under the Air Force
operational control in 2005. This bi-static system is devoted to the
monitoring of objects on Low Earth Orbits and has recently been
subject to system upgrade in order to preserve its performances for
smaller and smaller objects. As announced in the French strategy, a
new technical upgrade is expected in 2022 with a "capability increment" planned for 2025. Other means such as the adapted use of a
few Air surveillance radars (SATAM radars253) or optic monitoring
systems for the GEO belt surveillance (including the Airbus-owned
Geotracker telescope network) complete the picture. Clearly, this
national investment does not meet all the needs that will be required
for keeping up with the space traffic development. Many constellations of several or even thousands of small objects are expected
on orbit in the coming decades, rendering an effective space picture ever more challenging.254 Of course the development of new
monitoring capabilities has been announced along with increased
cooperation. While the French strategy declares that space monitoring capabilities "will have to be subsequently extended to include
additional resources in orbit,"255 it also explicitly plans for example
to cooperate with Germany for new satellite radar imaging capabilities.256 In this respect, the European cooperation is clearly hailed as
a necessary way for enhancing national capabilities even if the first

252. The acronym stands for Grand réseau Adapté à la Veille Spatiale (Large
Network Adapted to Space Survey). For a more descriptive context, see Pasco
(Xavier), A European Approach to Space Security, American Academy of Art
and Sciences, Cambridge, Ma, United States, 2009, pp. 30-35.
253. With a replacement also scheduled for 2030.
254. For Florence Parly, the challenge for the envisioned successor radar
amounts to detect "shoe-box size satellites at a distance of 1500 kilometers"
(Florence Parly speech, 28 July 2018).
255. Space Defense Strategy p.47. Florence Parly has been more explicit by
mentioning that the future French military telecommunication satellites will be
equipped with surveillance cameras "for their self-protection" and adding that
dedicated nano-satellites as well as commercial capabilities are planned to be
used to monitor space objects from the orbit (Florence Parly speech, 28 July
2018).
256. Idem, p.46.
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attempts in the field of space surveillance have been slow to take
shape.257 In this domain, it is also reminded that the objective of a
more European integrated approach "does not rule out the pursuit or
development of cooperation with other international partners, especially the United States."258 As recalled in the strategy, the alliance
with the United States remains a key resource in the establishment
of a comprehensive space picture.259
A renewed technology investment in the passive protection of space
systems is also announced as a second pillar of the strategy: "Plans
are already in hand for the protection of future defense satellites
(Syracuse IV, CERES and CSO). Additional measures must be taken where relevant in order to make them more resilient. In the longer
term, technological initiatives will be taken in order to harden the
future generation of satellites." In line with the announcement made
in the SSA domain, it is recalled that "observation of the close environment of satellites may also help to strengthen their protection.
Capabilities of this type will be implemented on board the Syracuse 4A and 4B satellites in order to detect any approach by another
satellite."260
The acquisition of "a capability to defend our interest," another way
of evoking this new "active defense" concept already described, represents of course the last pillar of this trilogy. It finds obvious analogy with the so-called "offensive counter space capabilities" sometimes mentioned in US documents for some years already even if in
the French case as already mentioned, the scope may appear clearly

257. In 2014, a European Union Space Surveillance and Tracking program (EU
SST) has been initiated by the European Union under the form of a 5-country
consortium (composed by France, Germany, Italy, Spain and the United Kingdom), extended in 2018 to 3 more partners (Poland, Portugal and Romania). To
date, some common services have been implemented based on a cooperative use
of national capabilities at the EU level. The initial objective of developing new
capabilities in this context seems to remain more long term (see the consortium
website https://www.eusst.eu/).
258. Space Defense Strategy.
259. Idem, p.34.
260. Idem, p. 48.
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limited to the development of carefully selected technologies.

IX –Betting for a New Space Security Initiative
These recent announcements made by France legitimately raise
the issue of their compatibility with the country’s engagement for
a safer, more secure and more sustainable space. Obviously, this
willingness to "give the armed forces the capabilities to defend us
in space" as expressed in the French strategy261 may appear as running the risk of opening a Pandora box by sending a wrong signal
to the international community. Still, this new policy is meant to be
perceived as having simply taken note of a developing situation, as
clearly evoked by many administrative experts and operators met by
the author for this paper. For sure, the new posture has expressed a
somewhat rather disillusioned vision of the way space will evolve in
the next future. As described already, along with a perceived growing dependency on space assets, new threats have now been taken
for granted, with the space landscape expected to become even fuzzier due to a growing number of space objects which means, for the
military, a more hostile and possibly a more dangerous environment
they have to prepare for. The publicity surrounding the new space
defense strategy also assumes this new pragmatism and as well as a
readiness to confront militarily and politically this situation.
French authorities have not given up the parallel objective to actively help establish confidence building measures in space. More than
that, while it may not look like it at first glance, part of the strategy
can be viewed as a political bet by opening up the debate on the
nature of defensive measures that can be taken in space and make it
a pragmatic step in the pursuit of a more efficient and realistic collective security in space. In other terms, as can be judged from the
political reading of the new doctrine, this military reinforcement can
be viable only if it is strictly controlled and legitimate and accompanied by a proactive diplomacy promoting more transparency and
confidence-building measures in space. While it may not be easy to
261. Idem.
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convince the international community, this is where this new development may still sow useful seeds to possibly unlock most recent
international space security discussions.
For many years, the "Prevention of Arms Race in Outer Space"
mechanism (known as PAROS) has been the major forum dedicated
to space discussions under the auspices of the Disarmament Conference in Geneva. As of today, the international space law consists
in five international texts signed in the 60s and 70s, among which
the Outer Space Treaty opened for signature in 1967 appears as the
corner stone of the entire system. Besides proclaiming space as "the
province for all mankind" and "not subject to national appropriation
by claim of sovereignty, by means of use or occupation, or by any
other means," the treaty does require from the signatories in its article IV "not to place in orbit around the Earth any objects carrying
nuclear weapons or any other kinds of weapons of mass destruction,
install such weapons on celestial bodies, or station such weapons
in outer space in any other manner."262 While promoting the use of
outer space "exclusively for peaceful purposes" in the same article,
the State Parties have also quickly agreed on the fact that the text
was not intended to prohibit the use of space for defense purposes as those could not be assimilated to non peaceful activities per
se. Indeed, many military activities have been conducted since the
1960s, with notably a key role given to surveillance satellite during
the Cold War period. Similarly, nothing in the text is prohibiting the
test and use of conventional weapon systems.
Given the recent developments in the space domain, with the resumption of antisatellite tests but also with the sky-rocketing development of the orbital population, most of the space faring nations
have realized the need for updating this legal international apparatus.

262. Treaty on the Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, Including the Moon and Other celestial Bodies,
United Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs (text of the Treaty retrieved at
https://www.unoosa.org/oosa/en/ourwork/spacelaw/treaties/outerspacetreaty.
html).
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But beyond this general agreement, the discussions have been basically stalled for more than 10 years with two different approaches
fighting against each other. China and Russia have introduced the
project of elaborating a new treaty on the "Prevention of the Placement of Weapons in Outer Space, the Threat or use of Force against
Outer Space objects" (PPWT) since 2008 and have developed a
powerful diplomatic effort to promote this option. This approach
calls mainly for prohibiting the placement of "any weapon in outer
space" and insists on the legally binding character of the proposed
treaty. This text has been largely criticized, especially by the United
States but also in Europe on the basis of several perceived difficulties inherent to the text itself. In particular, the difficulty to define the
concept of "space weapon" as well as the goal to limit only spacebased weapons have often been underscored by the critics. After all
they say, most of the recent anti-satellite tests have been performed
by ground-based interceptor missiles that would not be covered by
the proposed treaty. Additionally, verification would remain a daunting challenge and would render the treaty ineffective for many observers.
On its side, the European Union has introduced in 2008 a project of
an "International Code of Conduct for Outer Space" which has consisted in promoting confidence-building measures based on a greater
transparency in the conduct of space programs and on spreading the
adoption of good behaviors in space. At the difference of the PPWT
project, this text was conceived as politically engaging but not legally binding with the assumed objective to facilitate the signature
by many State parties and rapidly become an effective platform for
policy dialogue. For some, the bet was that such a non binding text
could even be viewed as a first inciting tool in diplomatic discussions that would take years for reaching more formal, and more
binding agreements, should such opportunities arise.
For more than 10 years now, none of these competing initiatives
has succeeded. More particularly, the EU initiated code has suffered
a noted blow in 2015 failing to convince the General Assembly of
the United Nations (U.N.) and largely dismissed as a possible instrument for conducting space security discussions. It must also be
noted that a last parallel effort has been pursued by the U.N. Com-
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mittee for the Peaceful Use of Outer Space (COPUOS) since 2010
to reach an agreement on "Guidelines for the Long-Term Sustainability of Outer Space Activities". While this activity has produced
some encouraging results,263 the scope of the effort did not include
security related issues and all the topics addressed by the Committee
were not completely solved.
For many years France has pushed for those discussions and was
obviously one of the main promoters of the EU-led initiative. An
analysis of the national policy in this regard shows that France has
constantly promoted the ICoC as a way to avoid mutually exclusive
approaches. On February 11, 2008, in a speech delivered in Kourou
(French Guyana), then French president Nicolas Sarkozy insisted
on the few principles forming the basis of the French engagement in
support of the ICoC project:
"We must base our action on three principles: freedom of
access to space for peaceful purposes, the preservation of
the security and integrity of satellites in orbit, respect for the
right of states to self-defense. We must start finding pragmatic international solutions to this concrete problem."264
For the anecdote, this took place just one day before the proposal for
a new PPWT treaty made by China and Russia…
This quest for "pragmatic international solutions," including the
right to exert self-defense which has been seen at best controversial,
has remained a permanent feature of the French position relative to
any international agreement on space security. In a sense, the 2019
policy has shown a great continuity in this respect. It has simply
pushed the envelope by acknowledging that solutions would indeed

263. The signature in June 2019 of 21 guidelines out of the 33 proposed for discussion has appeared as a notable success after years of discussions. See https://
www.unoosa.org/res/oosadoc/data/documents/2019/a/a7420_0_html/V1906077.
pdf.
264. Nicolas Sarkozy, 11 February 2008, Kourou (French Guyana). For the
complete speech in French, see https://www.vie-publique.fr/discours/169655declaration-de-m-nicolas-sarkozy-president-de-la-republique-sur-les-d.
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have to be found with a space environment already counting active
military systems.

X –From "Safety Zones" to "Self-Defense Zones": A Political
Threshold?
In first analysis, such a proactive posture moves the lines and creates
de facto new room for discussion. After all, protecting satellites also
means introducing possible self-defense zones (as suggested by the
French doctrine), and this immediately raises the issue of the right
to intervene while no territory can be claimed as sovereign in space.
Indeed such a "territorialization" of space cannot be conceived in the
current legal context. This is precisely where this deliberate move
to inject a high degree of political realism seems considered by itself as a possible way forward that would hopefully help overcome
the stalemate in the ongoing discussions. Obviously, this deliberate
positioning is on a tightrope and may likely stir strongly negative
reactions. But in an ideal scenario, it may also have the merit to help
reconnect those discussions with "real-life" situations. This obviously implies a great degree of transparency. Ensuring that such discussions can take place means being clear beforehand about one’s
own intentions and not using pretenses. The choice that is being
made to clearly distinguish between the military actions to be proscribed (in this case kinetic energy weapons) and those acceptable
based on controlled means and effects can then become a legitimate
subject for discussion.
Interestingly enough, the dynamic in favor of discussions on the existence of self-defense zones could benefit from new, controversial
developments, a priori far removed from orbital defense concerns.
On May 15, NASA Administrator Jim Bridenstine publicly presented the ARTEMIS Accords, an initiative to develop international
standards of behavior for the future lunar exploration program. If
they reiterate the main principles of traditional space law (peaceful purposes, interoperability, emergency assistance, registration of
space objects, release of scientific data, access and use of space resources), these future agreements under discussion also include new
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features, one of which deals with the "Deconfliction of Activities."
And in this context, the mention of "safety zones" appears for the
first time. This mention has obviously not failed to provoke a negative reaction in many countries, particularly in Russia, where some
commentators have seen it as a harmful drift towards the constitution of sovereign zones in space and on celestial bodies. However,
in the presentation of what can pass for a legal innovation, NASA
seems to be simply appealing to the responsibility of those involved
in exploration. "Specifically, via the Artemis Accords, NASA and
partner nations will provide public information regarding the location and general nature of operations which will inform the scale
and scope of ‘Safety Zones.’ Notification and coordination between
partner nations to respect such safety zones will prevent harmful
interference, implementing Article IX of the Outer Space Treaty and
reinforcing the principle of due regard."265 In fact, this particular initiative can be seen as deriving directly from the spirit of the article
cited by the US space agency. It simply requires the signatory states
to conduct their activities "with due regard to the corresponding interests of all other States Parties to the Treaty."266
For all that, and even if the Artemis Agreements do not speak of a
prohibition of access, the simple prospect of "safety zones" on the
Moon raises the question of a certain level of access control and
activities on perimeters defined by national activities and their compatibility with Article II of the OST. Indeed, the latter clearly states
that "Outer space, including the moon and other celestial bodies,
is not subject to national appropriation by claim of sovereignty, by
means of use or occupation, or by any other means."267 In fact, the
treaty even goes so far as to reinforce this spirit of openness (in the
literal sense) through its Article XII, which induces the positive obligation to keep any facility accessible to possible visits.
These Artemis Agreements are still under discussion among a lim-

265. https://www.nasa.gov/specials/artemis-accords/index.html.
266. https://www.unoosa.org/oosa/en/ourwork/spacelaw/treaties/outerspacetreaty.html.
267. Idem.
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ited number of space agencies representing the former space station
partner countries and as mentioned, the proposal initially aroused
great mistrust and even opposition from major space countries such
as Russia and perhaps China (although these positions may not be
definitive). The fact remains that this type of agreement symbolizes an unavoidable confrontation between the evolution of space
technologies and the legal texts that frame their use. And in a certain
way, these debates will necessarily extend to practices in orbit, if
only to allow the repair or refueling of satellites. These maneuvers
will involve regulating satellite approaches and will also require a
certain degree of transparency. Ultimately, all this will obviously
concern the military.
De facto, the French vision of 360° surveillance operated from "patroller satellites," with the possible implementation, repeated in
2020, of laser systems or jammers if necessary, also brings into play
this notion of "safety zones" aimed at fighting against any "harmful
interference."268 But the French discourse suggests the possibility
of rules of engagement based on the existence of exclusion zones,
which in itself would constitute a real first from the point of view of
international law.269
On this point, and unlike the Artemis Accords, the resources that can
be found in the interpretation of existing texts appear rather limited
here. No possibility is given in the treaties for the establishment of
no-access zones around satellites to be protected. If one adopts the
French vision, it is therefore first of all a new political deal that the
countries would choose to agree on and that would form the basis
for the collective adoption of new norms of behavior in defense mat-

268. Cette notion est également évoquée par la NASA en appui de son argumentaire en faveur de " safety zones " pour la Lune (https://www.nasa.gov/specials/
artemis-accords/index.html).
269. Il faut noter que les discussions précurseurs au débat sur la Space Force
américaine ont mis le thème de rules of engagement in space à l’avant-scène et
les présentent comme un besoin devenu essentiel. See for example U.S. Military
Lacks Clear Rules of Engagement in Space, National Defense, 22 March 2017
(https://www.nationaldefensemagazine.org/articles/2017/3/22/us-military-lacksclear-rules-of-engagement-in-space).
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ters. Given the international community’s difficulties in agreeing on
shared principles of space security, discussions on more sensitive
subjects have a priori little chance of succeeding (or even starting).
Then, can a scenario be imagined in which all subjects could be addressed? It is far from sure. However, some first steps can be envisioned. A first necessary effort would be to reach a common vision
of the multiplication of space operations and the need to regulate
these new operations. As mentioned earlier, discussions exist today
in various forums and they can be the basis for further study. In particular, the topic of Space Traffic Management (STM) has become
one of the major discussion points for regulating maneuvers in orbit.
STM could provide a framework for initial reflections focused on
military developments.
Depending on the progress of the debates on the STM, a few criteria
can also be imagined that distinguish military activity and identify
its specific protection needs. This would represent the second necessary step in building a common view. Several instruments of different natures already exist that can inspire further discussions. For
example, the Hague Code of Conduct against the proliferation of ballistic missiles, introduced in 2002 and signed by 140 countries since
then, has introduced the notion of launch pre-notifications among
its recommendations in order to avoid any misunderstanding about
missile testing and space launches in the international community.
In this highly sensitive and politically heavy-loaded domain, such
common practices have been accepted and mostly applied, even if
with a relatively modest impact. It may not be completely unrealistic to envision similar pre-notifications dealing with orbital objects
maneuvers that could be part of renewed discussions on commonly
acceptable regulations. First progresses that could be made in this
respect may then help further discussions regarding maneuvers in
orbit more generally. The possibility to hold preliminary discussion
on criteria such as distances and proximity between satellites, the
level of transparency regarding the function, the activity, the status,
or the refreshed orbital data of a satellite when maneuvered may
naturally lead to define de facto "safety" or protected zones in an
acceptable way. Put in another way, the possibility to establish such
zones, with perimeters ranging say from dozens of kilometers to
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hundreds of meters, may then only make sense if a more general political agreement on definitions of good behavior in orbit have been
agreed upon in the first place. This would obviously imply technical
discussions but after all, precedent exists with the Interagency Debris Commission (IADC), a gathering of some 15 space agencies,
that has discussed for decades common agreements on the management of space debris. Such a model can again certainly apply as
soon as Space Traffic Management can be discussed, encapsulating
security issues.
Of course, such developments may seem hypothetical and remote.
But the high pace of change in space activity has put the safety and
security of in-orbit operations back on the radar screen faster than
expected. In this context, the military dimension inherent to these
new international discussions and the interest of "safety zones"
in space take on their full meaning. One must no doubt see in the
French discourse a willingness to be part of this dynamic by trying
to avoid being out of time; at the risk of brutal reactions that may
reject the very spirit of this position, which remains essentially national for the time being.
Whatever its objective, the new French doctrine cannot avoid a revival of space diplomacy. This aspect was indeed often cited by the
Minister as an essential effort. But even more so, this revival may
appear to be a sine-qua-non condition for ensuring its political credibility. France, more than others, will have to multiply initiatives in
this field. This real-world based approach of concerted security in
space does go with political consequences which, if well managed,
could relaunch the strategic space dialogue on new bases.

XI –Conclusion: Towards New Norms for Space Military Activities?
At the end of this analysis, the new French Space Defense Strategy,
beyond its military meaning, can also be viewed as political opportunity that has been seized to deliberately address the complex
realities of space security.
The message has been clearly sent out: given the new confronta-
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tion on the international scene, France considers that the current
dynamics in space, involving possible showdowns as well as a rise
of unpredictable events in space cannot be curbed. This fact must
be faced it is proclaimed, both nationally and internationally. Many
new efforts have started to install new rules of the road and Space
Traffic Management or collaborative Space Situational Awareness
sound as familiar expressions in the ears of most space policy specialists. On a different note, a recent paper has argued in favor of
building a space coalition to join forces and make sure it can win
a space war. The author asserts that "Washington would be wise to
build a coalition that creates a more robust system for monitoring
the space domain, reacting to space threats, and prevailing in a war
that extends into outer space. Building a space coalition — especially one that includes allies from Europe, the Middle East, and
Asia — is no simple task. But, working towards system integration
and also a common space doctrine is positive step forward towards
increased resiliency of the space systems that are essential for precision warfighting." But the author also recognize that diplomatic
efforts should not be neglected as well. Of course, technical systems
cannot be the only focus of the coalition; it should also devote attention to the development of norms for military space activity."270
However, while the ideas are there, the means to implement them
and their governance divide the international community and are not
sufficient to moderate military ambitions. For sure, time has come
for such discussions to be held internationally but they cannot be
reserved to the traditional competing of major powers.
In this context, the new French doctrine announces the strengthening of the national military while caring not to dismiss the value of
a continuous genuine diplomatic effort. The announcement of technological developments, whether for laser systems or in the field of
SSA is perfectly reflecting the dual nature of the proposed approach.
SSA systems perfectly represent the cooperative spirit and transpar-

270. Bateman (Aaron), America Needs a Coalition to Win a Space War, War
on the Rocks, April 29, 2020; See https://warontherocks.com/2020/04/americaneeds-a-coalition-to-win-a-space-war/.
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ency that space needs271 (and it is recalled in the strategy), while
the laser system signals a preferred national option for self-defense.
Those are complementary steps for a reasoned space defense doctrine that does not have to jeopardize international agreement as has
been recalled by the minister in a rather "right-on-target" style.
Some critics may be fair in pointing out at apparent contradictions.
It may be equally fair to consider that moving the terms of the space
security debate from the complete prohibition of space weapons to
the prohibition of certain types of weapons may help call for an
international ban on the most destructive ones. This position, supported by the new French strategy, may bring new meaning to a
debate that has been completely locked up for many years.
This does not go without political difficulties and responsibilities.
France has been one of the most prominent supporters of the EU–led
project of and International Code of Conduct for space, calling for
more transparency and confidence building measures. It will certainly have to do more to convince the international community of
the necessity of a new start that can satisfy the two ends of the space
negotiation spectrum. In this respect, accompanying or complementary policies, for example in actively promoting rules for a better
Space Traffic Management, will be necessary to defuse any misunderstanding about the intent of future space security discussions.
Promoting an approach that legitimates self-defense measures and
can guarantee that they can be implemented in a way that complies
with controlled norms of behavior is certainly a huge challenge. This
is after all about creating new rules for the security of each nation in
space that would include "acceptable" defensive systems, ultimately
leading to the strengthening of the space dialogue between nations.
Such a scenario may barely look within reach. This is an external
observer hope. But it takes into account the real state of the national
postures that we see developing in space and which are unambiguously engaged in the over-militarization of space. While possibly
271. A number of international agreements already exist to organize data sharing
procedure in this domain.
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contributing to reinforcing this trend, the French posture may also
be seen as taking care to prepare for future discussions and propose
ways to prevent an uncontrolled arms race in space. At least, the
reader can agree that this is a hope that we cannot afford to neglect.

